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1. Use “Design Thinking” to tell a story
As an IT consultant in an IT services company I get to work in wide range of client
companies in different teams in different places. Once I’m done with a particular project I
get reassigned to a new one. Each project is a challenge and requires a specific skill set.
I’m currently in a pool of about 200 resources that are assigned to new projects
mainly
nly based on availability. Typically, a consultant is briefly informed on his next project a
few days before the project start date with little information regarding the required skill set,
client information and team members.
This application will allow the consultant to have an active part on his project
assignment process. The consultant will be able to view a list of incoming projects, check
the details of the project and apply for a particular project if he feels it would be an
interesting opportunity.
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Name:
Jack Black
“For me, I would to…”:
Have an active saying on my future project assignments so that I can better align them
with my career prospects.
Background:
31 year old; recently married with two kids;Masters in Computer Science; 6 years’
experience in SAP systems; Loves to travel; Good communication skills; Computer
Computer-literate
performer
rformer with extensive software proficiency covering a wide variety of applications.
Job Title / Role:
SAP ABAP Senior Consultant
Job Responsibilities (Main tasks and frequency):
Develop custom SAP technical solutions;
Improve client processes via automation;
Provide SAP technical maintenance to already implemented solutions.
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Main Goals:
Develop the most efficient and well-tailored
well
solutions;
Work in different multicultural and heterogeneous project settings
settings;
Work in demanding projects that provide
provide both personal and professional growth
opportunities.
Needs:
I need real-time
time insight of my company’s incoming projects so that I can better position
myself once an opportunity arises;
I need to be able to quickly inform my coordinator on my needs and expectations.
Pain Points:
Late insight on incoming projects information;
Resources coordinator not aware of my career expectations, professional interests and
personal considerations due to poor communication channels.
Stakeholders:
Consultants
Resources Coordinator
Client
Competencies:
Casual User – 4
Proactive – 3
Work in team – 3
Global Focus – 4
Innovative – 2

3. Current User Experience Journey
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4. Prototype
Choose Project from Project list

Go to Project required skills tab
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Open Skill dropdown list

Assign skill lever for a skill
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Display Team Members
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Apply to project and fill reasons for applying popup
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